
Public transporta�on guides  
We recommend buying a City-Pass (small) for 72 hours in one of the DSB vending machines at the sta�ons 
in Copenhagen or at the airport. It will allow you to travel from the airport to Copenhagen as well as get 
around as much as you want inside Copenhagen zones 1-4, which cover all of the city. 

If planning alterna�ve routes than the below recommended, use the app/website ‘Journey Planner’.  

From the airport 

How to get to DIIS/Charlotehaven from airport 

Arriving at Copenhagen Airport, the easiest way to get to DIIS is to take the regular train to Copenhagen 
Central Sta�on – just remember to buy a City-Pass or a �cket in the machine before you go down to the 
pla�orm. You will need a �cket for 3 zones and the trip is approx. 20-25 minutes. The trains depart from 
terminal 3 in the airport.  

When you have arrived at Copenhagen Central Sta�on, take one of the following S-trains (A, B, C or E) to 
Nordhavn Sta�on (approx. 7-8 minutes – you have 4 stops on the way, get off on the fourth stop). 
Remember to buy your �cket in the machine before you enter the train.  

Address: You will find DIIS recep�on on Gl. Kalkbrænderi Vej 51A – just across the street from Nordhavn 
Sta�on. Charlotehaven is just behind DIIS at Hjørringgade 12C.  

How to get to a hotel near Nørreport Sta�on from the airport 

Arriving at Copenhagen Airport, the easiest way to go directly to your hotel is to take the metro to 
Nørreport Sta�on – just remember to buy a City-Pass or a �cket in the machine before you enter the metro 
(it is not possible to buy �ckets in the metro). You have 9 stops on the way, get off at the ninth stop 
(Nørreport st). The trip is approx. 15 minutes. The metro departs from terminal 3 at the airport. 

How to get to a hotel near CPH Central Sta�on from the airport 

Arriving at Copenhagen Airport, the easiest way to go directly to your hotel is to take the regular train to 
Copenhagen Central Sta�on – just remember to buy a �cket in the machine before you go down to the 
pla�orm. You will need a City-Pass or a regular �cket for 3 zones and the trip is approx. 20-25 minutes. The 
trains depart from terminal 3 in the airport. The main sta�on is called “København H” or CPH H.  

 

From hotels to DIIS/Charlotehaven 

From the Central sta�on + Vesterport sta�on + Nørreport Sta�on to Nordhavn Sta�on (DIIS) 

Take one of the following S-trains (A, B, C or E) to Nordhavn Sta�on – the end sta�on will vary, but 
Nordhavn Sta�on will figure as a stop on the way. Depending on your sta�on, it will be 2-4 stops and take 
around ten minutes. The S-trains will have separate tracks marked with a big red S.  

Walk out of Nordhavn Sta�on and find DIIS just on the other side of the road (be aware of bicycles!). 
Address: You will find the DIIS recep�on on Gl. Kalkbrænderi Vej 51A. Charlotehaven is just behind DIIS at 
Hjørringgade 12C.  


